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16608. Downham (Clare): Living on the edge: Scandinavian Dublin in the twelfth century. 


16609. Cormack (Margaret): Irish and Armenian ecclesiastics in medieval Iceland. 


16610. Forsyth (Katherine): An ogham-inscribed plaque from Bornais, South Uist. 


Inscription on bone discovered 1996; perhaps datable to Viking Age. With discussion of the reading (incl. photograph [as Illus. 62]).

16611. Gammeltoft (Peder): Scandinavian naming-systems in the Hebrides: a way of understanding how the Scandinavians were in contact with Gaels and Picts? 

In West over sea (2007), pp. 479–495.


In West over sea (2007), pp. 515–537.


In West over sea (2007), pp. 539–553.